'The Lost Thing' is a childlike book about a boy that finds a lost thing and wants to get it a home. 'The Lost Thing' has a warm feeling as you read through it and is a brilliant children’s book, even so older children will find it greatly enjoyable.

'The Lost Thing' is a quirky book. It has odd shaped buildings and people, therefore giving the book low modality and wonderously decorated pictures. This book has some very magical artwork. With the images being so unique it makes the text seem more stunning and gives it meaning. 'The Lost Thing' is well perceived as a quiet and sad creature with no home, a lost thing.

This Book Throw many idears and gets the reader thinking about it. Such things are: do we miss things in plain sight so easily, are we not helping things or people because we are too busy. This story encourages new thoughts and idears from everyone. It encourages the reader to consider what you do in your day to day life and it questions if there is something better you could be doing.

Unlike ‘Home and Away’, this book is cheerful and happy. It is obviously is a less serious book with less effect to current events. ‘The Lost Thing’ is a children’s book that brings forth new idears and a wondrous setting.

4 ½ stars ★★★★★☆
By Luke Blunt